Tomcat Animal Repellent Ready-To-Use (24oz)
**ANIMAL REPELLENT**

*Ready-to-Use*

**Protect Your Landscape & Garden**

- Essential oils deliver a smell and taste that animals naturally hate
- No Stink Formula that is Long Lasting and Rain Resistant
- One easy step to protect your garden and landscape from rabbits, groundhogs, squirrels & other small animals!

**Directions For Use:**
- Shake container well before using. Product is ready to use and does not need to be mixed or diluted.
- Spray plant leaves, stems, flowers, edibles, and branches that need protection, making sure plants are covered. For extra protection on low growing plants, spray soil around plant base as well.
- Allow 30 minutes for this product to dry before watering of any kind. Watering the root is recommended to extend repellency longevity.
- Repeat application every 30 days, at first sight of new damage, or new plant growth. More frequent application may be required after periods of heavy rainfall and if more damage is noticed.

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:**
- Sodium Lauryl Sulfate ............... 0.960%
- Peppermint Oil ................... 0.500%
- Cinnamon Oil ..................... 0.250%
- Garlic oil .......................... 0.002%

**INERT INGREDIENTS:**
- Water, Sodium Benzinate,
- Xanthan gum ....................... 99.298%

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN**

**CAUTION:**
- Avoid contact with eyes and prolonged contact with skin. To reduce contact with skin, wear gloves when handling. If eye or skin contact occurs, flush thoroughly with water. For medical information call 1-877-332-0755.

**STORAGE & DISPOSAL**
- **STORAGE:** Store in original container, in a cool, dry area. Keep container tightly closed.
- **DISPOSAL:** When finished with contents, offer for recycling or dispose of according to local or municipal laws. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

**Questions or Comments**
- Call 1-877-332-0755
- Preguntas o comentarios
- www.tomcat.com

This product has not been registered by the United States Environmental Protection Agency. Tomcat Brands represents that this product qualifies for exemption from registration under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act.
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